When to shoot in color, less color and no color
Hi folks, here is a simple methodology I use in choosing how to use color in photos. We have
masters like Sebastião Salgado who shoots exclusively in black-and-white, Steve McCurry who
shoots only in colors and Jimmy Nelson who shoots in muted colors. Shooting in color, in blackand-white, or anywhere in between, has its own appeal, so why don’t we use a mix of all depending
on need?
I shoot only in color, and when necessary, convert to black and white or reduce color in Lightroom.
There are some advantages in shooting in color then convert to black-and-white in post processing,
as oppose to shooting in black-and-white mode. But there are advantages in getting black-and-white
done in camera too. But it is beyond the scope of this article, here we will concentrate in shooting in
color and convert to black-and-white in post-processing.
Photographers like Jimmy Nelson uses color grading technique to create a muted and cinematic
look to his photos, but if you do not want to alter the color like from blue-ish to green-ish, or you
are simply lazy or busy, reducing color saturation works quite well too. Here are 3 question I ask
when I try to decide to have a photo in full color, muted color or in black-and-white.
A. Color contains information to the story
B. Color creates element separation
C. Color creates distraction or disharmony

1. Have your photo in color if, A=YES
Example #1:

Nikon D800E, 70-200mm @130mm, F4, 1/60s

In the photo above, I could have chosen black-and-white, but it will give a different message. The
pink dress of these nuns in Myanmar are one of a kind in the whole world of Buddhism. In this case
the color contains useful cultural information to the story, therefore I leave the photo as it is, in
color. Having the photo in black-and-white has a different message, it is then all about this girl and
nothing else.

Example #2:

Fujifilm X-T1, 16-50mm @16mm, F8, 1/200s

The photo above was shot at the “Blue City” Chefchaouen. One look at the photo, we know where
the photo was taken, because of the color of the walls and the jelaba the man was wearing. So I
thought this photo works in colors.

2. Have your photo in color if, B=YES
Example:

Nikon D800E, 24-70mm @70mm, F8, 1/80s

The original photo was in color, and the converted photo in black-and-white. The subjects in blackand-white are blended to the background as a result of the lost of color. Color in this case is needed
to create subject separation, so I keep this photo in color.

3. Have your photo in black-and-white if, A=NO, AND, B=NO
Example #1:

Nikon D800E, 18-35mm @18mm, F5.6, 1/500s

When a photo does not need color to complete the message, it is at its purest. It is a blessing if our
photo works in black-and-white each and every time. But as we have seen previously, sometimes
the conditions do not favor black-and-white.

Example #2:

Nikon D800E, 18-35mm @25mm, F8, 1/1000s

Example #3:

Nikon D800E, 70-200mm @150mm, F4, 1/60s

4. Have you photo in muted colors if, C=YES
Example #1:
Here’s the photo in full color:

The colors of the shirts and bags kind of distracting.
Here’s the photo in black-and-white:

The problem got sorted out, but now everything seems like blend together.

Here’s the photo with saturation lowered from the original:

Nikon D800E, 18-35mm @18mm, F5.6,1/200s

Looks better than the two above. The subtle colors provide good separation between the elements,
at the same time not too distracting.
Example #2:

